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ABSTRACT

(a) Training examples

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a classic machine
learning technique that learns first-order rules from relationalstructured data. However, to-date most ILP systems can
only be applied to small datasets (tens of thousands of examples). A long-standing challenge in the field is to scale
ILP methods to larger data sets. This paper presents a
method called QuickFOIL that addresses this limitation.
QuickFOIL employs a new scoring function and a novel
pruning strategy that enables the algorithm to find highquality rules. QuickFOIL can also be implemented as an
in-RDBMS algorithm. Such an implementation presents a
host of query processing and optimization challenges that
we address in this paper. Our empirical evaluation shows
that QuickFOIL can scale to large datasets consisting of
hundreds of millions tuples, and is often more than order of
magnitude more eﬃcient than other existing approaches.

1 Introduction
A key promise of the on-going big data revolution is to extract deep knowledge from large datasets. Naturally, there
has been substantial interest in integrating machine learning (ML) inside database management systems (DBMSs)
for ease-of-use, scalability, and manageability. In the past
few years, a number of ML methods such as classification,
clustering, stochastic gradient descent, and information extraction have been integrated into the DBMS (e.g. [12, 14,
17, 20]).
Most ML algorithms studied so far for DBMS integration assume a propositional representation of data. In other
words, each data instance is represented by a single feature
vector, where each feature characterizes a property of the
instance. However, feature representation-based approaches
cannot directly capture the relationships between diﬀerent
features, and the relationships between diﬀerent data instances. Feature-based learning methods either assume that
both features and instances are independent, or use correlation in terms of probability to represent latent relationships.
Explicit semantic relationships, such as structural, spatial
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Figure 1: The first-order logic form of the Uncle relationship
concept learning problem. The negative examples are underlined. For simplicity, we denote a predicate by its initial
(e.g. B for Brother and P for Parent). A fact L(X, Y ) can
be read as “Y is a L of X”.
and temporal relationships, are not modeled. These inadequacies not only limit how the datasets are described, but
also limit the ability to learn over the relationships.
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP), a subfield of machine
learning, can mine data with complex relational structures.
Instead of using features, it represents both the data and
the learning problem in first-order logic. Furthermore, the
output of ILP is a set of Horn clauses, which makes it easier
for humans to interpret and use the ILP prediction.
Definition 1 (ILP) Given the background knowledge B,
positive examples E+ , and negative examples E , all being
a set of Horn clauses, the ILP task is to find a hypothesis
H, composed of a set of Horn clauses, such that
• 8p 2 E+ , H ^ B |= p (completeness)
• 8n 2 E , H ^ B 6|= p (consistency)

In Definition 1, |= denotes the classical logical consequence.
The positive examples and the negative examples are usually
only ground literals (i.e. clauses without free variable and
with an empty body). The background knowledge is composed of a finite set of facts, and a finite set of rules that can
be transformed to its extensional representation. Completeness requires that the learnt hypothesis with the background
knowledge can prove all positive examples, while consistency
requires that it cannot derive any negative examples. These
two criteria can be relaxed to tolerate noisy data.
Example 1 Consider a simple task of learning a concept
U ncle(X, Y ), defined on pairs of people X, Y . The value of
U ncle(X, Y ) is true if Y is an uncle of X. Figure 1 shows an
instance to illustrate this task, where the data is represented
in first-order logic form. The training examples consist of
four positive examples and four negative examples. Each
positive example is a fact of the predicate U ncle that is
known to be true, while each negative example indicates a
pair of people are not connected by the uncle relationship.
The background knowledge includes the brother, the parent
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and the sister relationships, which are represented by three
predicates: Brother, P arent and Sister, respectively. The
output of an ILP algorithm could be the following “learnt”
hypothesis/rule expressed as a Horn clause:

A literal is either an atom or its negation. A clause is a
disjunction of literals: 8X1 8X2 . . . 8Xn (L1 _ L2 _ . . . _ Ln ).
A Horn clause is a clause that has at most one positive (i.e.
unnegated) literal. In this paper, a clause with n + 1 literals is written in the form: Lh :- L1 , . . . , Ln , where Lh is
the positive literal called the head of the clause, and the
right side is the body. A clause with an empty body and no
variables is a ground fact of the head predicate.
The hypothesis language for an ILP system is composed of
clauses that the ILP system is able to build for the specified
ILP problem. The hypothesis language that we study in this
paper is function-free Horn clauses.
For an ILP learning problem, the predicate corresponding to the training examples is called the target predicate,
the predicates that appear in the background knowledge are
background predicates. In Example 1, the target predicate
is U ncle, and the background predicates include Brother,
P arent and Sister. There should be only a single target
predicate for an ILP learning task. The target predicate
can also be a background predicate if recursion is allowed.
Unless otherwise specified, whenever we refer to a clause,
the head predicate is the target predicate.
A background relation is the set of ground facts (a.k.a.
extensions) for a background predicate, and the target relation is the set of ground facts (extensions) for the target
predicate. For a predicate/literal L, we use the bold-faced
symbol L to denote the corresponding relation.

U ncle(X, Y ) :- Brother(Z, Y ), P arent(X, Z)
The declarative rule simply states that if a person Y is a
brother of a parent of X, then Y is an uncle of X.⇤
There are a number of applications of ILP [31], including
concept-learning (as illustrated above). Interestingly, ILP
can also be used as a method to augment existing traditional machine learning methods, for example for feature
selection [28].
Unfortunately, most ILP systems cannot handle datasets
beyond thousands of training examples [34]. In fact, the
available testbeds for ILP usually contain only dozens of positive and negative examples. However, many enterprise and
scientific datasets increasingly have larger and more complex datasets. Applying ILP to such data is very promising,
as ILP is able to handle data with rich relationships. Thus,
it is crucial to find ILP methods that scale with increasing
data volumes. This paper proposes a new ILP method called
QuickFOIL that addresses this need.
QuickFOIL is a top-down approach that constructs one
(Horn) clause at a time. In constructing a clause, it starts
with the most general one with an empty body, and then
adds new literals, one at a time, using a greedy heuristic.
In each iteration, ILP algorithms have to make crucial decisions about a) the scoring function that it uses to drive the
heuristic search process, and b) how to prune portions of the
“search” space. QuickFOIL innovates on both these aspects
and uses a novel scoring function, and a new technique to
prune redundant literals. Another aspect of QuickFOIL is its
mapping to relational operations. With this mapping, the
task of computing the score of a literal translates into four
aggregate binary join operations. The space of candidate
literals for a predicate is O(nk ), where n is the number of
variables in the clause and k is the arity of the predicate. In
other words, a naïve mapping hinders eﬃciency and scalability. We develop a novel query processing method to reduce
the number of join operations from O(nk ) to O(nk) singlepredicate joins that also share accesses to the inner relation.
We then develop multi-query optimization and caching techniques to further speed up the processing of these queries.
The collective sum of these contributions produces an ILP
method that is eﬃcient and scalable to much larger datasets
than previous methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the underlying algorithm that is used in
QuickFOIL. Section 3 describes QuickFOIL’s scoring function and pruning approach, where as Section 4 describes the
mapping to database operations. Empirical results are presented in Section 5, and Section 6 discusses related work.
Finally, Section 7 contains our concluding remarks.

2.2 Generic top-down, greedy ILP algorithm
The ILP learning problem can be viewed as a search problem
for clauses that deduce the training examples. The search
can be performed bottom-up or top-down. A bottom-up
approach builds most-specific clauses from the training examples, and searches the hypothesis space by using generalization. It is best suited for incremental learning from a few
examples. In contrast, a top-down approach starts with the
most general clauses and then specializes them. It is better
suited for large-scale datasets with noise, since the search
can be easily guided by heuristics.
Algorithm 1 sketches a generic top-down ILP algorithm
using a hill-climbing heuristic. It contains two loops: i) a
clause construction loop that builds a clause at a time, and
ii) a nested literal search loop that specializes the current
clause that is being constructed. The literal search procedure begins with the most general clause (with an empty
body) and incrementally adds literals that maximize a specified scoring function until the necessary stopping criterion
is met (Line 4–12). After building one clause, the algorithm updates the training examples by removing the covered positive examples before constructing a new rule (Line
14). A suﬃcient stopping criterion is used to decide when to
stop adding clauses to the hypothesis. For noise-free data,
the suﬃcient stopping criterion requires that the hypothesis
covers all the positive examples and none of the negative
examples; the necessary stopping criterion requires that the
building clause has no negative tuple (i.e. T = ;).
Next we describe three key steps in more detail.
Creating the binding set. The binding set 1 of a clause
is the set of bindings for every variable in the clause. We
call a tuple in the binding set a binding tuple. A binding
tuple has an arity equal to the number of variables in the

2 Preliminaries
In this section, we first describe some basic terminology, and
then describe a generic top-down greedy ILP algorithm that
we use as the skeleton for QuickFOIL.

2.1

Definitions

An atom is of the form L(X1 , . . . , Xk ), where L is a predicate symbol and Xi is a variable, a constant, or a function.

1
The binding set is called the training set in prior work [30]. We
use the training set to refer specifically to the training examples.
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Symbols

Algorithm 1: Generic top-down, greedy ILP algorithm
Input: Background knowledge B, target predicate R,
positive examples E+ , negative examples E
Output: a set of Horn clauses H
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

H
;; U
E+
while suﬃcient stopping criterion is not satisfied do
T+
U; T
E
C
R :- true
while necessary stopping criterion is not satisfied do
generate new candidate literals
for each candidate literal do
compute the score using a scoring function

11
12
13
14

C,

select a literal L with the maximum score
add l to the body of C
Create the new positive binding set T+ for C
Create the new negative binding set T for C

9
10

H
U

H [C
U {c 2 U |H ^ B |= c}

corresponding clause. The binding set of a clause is the
basis on which we compute a score to evaluate the quality
of the clause. Given a set of training examples, it can be
computed recursively as follows. (We provide an example of
the binding set below in Example 2.)
• The binding set for the most general clause is the set
of training examples. A binding tuple is positive (negative) if it corresponds to a positive (negative) example.
• For a clause C and its binding set T , the binding set
T 0 for the clause C 0 created by expanding C with L is
the result of the join T ./ L, where there is an equalitybased join predicate between two columns if they correspond to the same variable in L and C. A tuple in T 0
is positive (negative) if it is an extension of a positive
(negative) tuple in T . For a tuple t in T , t is covered
by the expanded clause C 0 if t has an extension in T 0 ;
in this case, we simply say that the literal L covers a
binding tuple t without referring to C 0 and T . A training example is covered by a clause if it appears as (part
of) a binding tuple of the clause.

P
P
The exact number is nk + ki=11 kj=i1
is a Stirling number of the second kind.

k
j

j
i

nk

j,

where

C0

C denotes the current clause that we have built
so far, and want to specialize further. C 0 (L) is a
specialization of C that is generated by adding a
new candidate literal L. When it is clear what L
is from the context, or when the specific candidate
literal is irrelevant, we use C 0 for short.

T

The binding set for the current clause C.

T0

The binding set for C 0 .

T+ , T

T+ and T are the set of positive binding tuples
and the set of negative tuples in T , respectively.

0 , T0
T+

0 and T 0 represents the positive and
Similarly, T+
negative binding tuples in T 0 , respectively.

d, d+ , d

d is the number of tuples in T that have an extension in T 0 . Similarly, d+ is the number of positive
tuples in T that have an extension in T 0 , and d
is the number of negative tuples in T that have an
extension in T 0 .

p, p0
|S|

p is the fraction of positive tuples (i.e. precision)
in T . We use p0 to denote the precision in T 0 .
|S| is the cardinality of a set S.

Table 1: A summary of symbols used in this paper.
Choosing the best literal. Next, using the symbols summarized in Table 1, we introduce heuristics to choose a literal
to specialize a clause.
Generally speaking, we want to find a clause that maximizes the coverage of positive training examples and minimizes the negative examples. A scoring function of a literal
L measures the utility of adding L to the current clause C.
It is based on the diﬀerence in clause quality before and after
the literal L is added.
A common measure of the quality of a clause C includes
the precision function P (C) = |T+ |/|T | and the information
function I(C) = log2 P (C). The corresponding scoring
functions are the precision gain fp (L) = P (C 0 ) P (C) and
the information gain fi (L) = I(C 0 ) I(C). Since a clause
that has a high precision does not necessarily cover a large
number of positive binding tuples, the well-known ILP algorithm FOIL [30] proposes the following gain function that
takes into account the number of covered positive tuples:
fg (L) = d+ · fi (L)
(1)
We can interpret the FOIL gain as the total amount of
information that is reduced to encode the classification of
all positive tuples in T due to L. An alternative weighted
gain function [23] replaces d+ with the relative frequency of

Generating candidate literals. The hypothesis space of
a logic program is potentially infinite. To restrict the search
space, a valid literal that can be added to a clause can be any
background predicate that is constrained to having at least
one existing variable in the current clause. If the current
clause has n variables, then we can approximate the total
number of candidate literals for a k-ary predicate as the
number of assignments from (n+k 1) variables (n variables
and k 1 new variables) to the k inputs2 , which is (n+k 1)k .
There are two ways to further reduce the size of the set
of candidate literals. First, we can utilize constraints to
remove those literals that are not allowed in a valid clause.
The most popular constraint that is used in practice is type
restriction on input arguments in the predicates. Second,
we can prune the search space by eliminating redundant
literals. As an example, a literal identical to an existing
one in the current constructed clause can be excluded from
consideration. We study such pruning strategies in more
detail in Section 3.2.
2

These represent argument variables for literals.

X, Y, Z
C 0 (L),

Description
L denotes a candidate literal. L represents the
relation corresponding to the predicate L, which
is composed of ground facts for this predicate.

L, L

positive tuples

0
|T+
|
:
|T+ |

fr (L) =

|T+0 |
· fi (L)
|T+ |

(2)

Example 2 We show how the top-down, greedy algorithm
can be applied to construct rules to model the uncle relationship. In this example, we assume that the scoring function
is the FOIL gain function described above in Equation 1.
We start to learn the first rule with the most general clause
U (X, Y ) :-. The binding set for this clause consists of all

j
i
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(a) Binding set for U(X, Y):-B(Z, Y) (b) Binding set for U(X, Y):-B(Z, Y), P(X, Z)
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Figure 2: Learning Uncle using ILP.
the training examples. We first generate candidate literals
for every background predicate. For example, for the predicate B, we enumerate every assignment from three variables
(two existing variables X and Y and a new variable Z) to
the inputs. This step results in the following eight candidate literals: B(X, Y ), B(Y, X), B(X, Z), B(Z, X), B(Y,
Z), B(Z, Y ), B(X, X), B(Y, Y ). Similarly, we have eight literals for the predicate P , and eight for the predicate S.
Next, we compute the gain for each candidate literal and
choose the one with the largest gain. Consider the candidate
literal B(Z, Y ). The binding set for the expanded clause
U (X, Y ) :- B(Z, Y ) is shown in Figure 2(a). This binding
set is the result of a join between the current binding relation (i.e. the training examples) and the relation B of the
new literal on an equality predicate between their second
columns. The set contains four positive tuples and one negative tuple, of which each positive one is extended from an
original positive binding tuple in T+ and the negative one
is from T . Therefore, we get |T+0 | = 4, |T 0 | = 5, d+ = 4.
Thus the gain is: 4 ⇥ log2 ( 45 ) log2 ( 48 ) = 2.7.
Suppose B(Z, Y ) is selected as the addition literal, resulting in a more specific rule U (X, Y ):-B(Z, Y ). Since the binding set has one negative tuple, we continue to find a more
specialized clause. The current binding set is then replaced
by the set shown in Figure 2(a). Note that the arity of the
binding tuples increases as a new variable is introduced.
A new search process is started to further specialize the
new extended clause. With three variables in the current
clause, we next generate 15 candidate literals for the predicate P , 15 for the predicate S, and 14 for the predicate B
(with the identical one removed). As another example of
the gain calculation, adding P (X, Z) produces a binding set
consisting of three positive tuples (Figure 2(b)). The gain
of the literal P (X, Z) is thus 3 ⇥ ( log2 (4/5)) = 0.97.
Suppose P (X, Z) has the largest gain. Then, the new specialized rule is U (X, Y ) :- B(Z, Y ), P (X, Z). Since the new
binding set has no negative tuples, we can terminate the
search for further specialization, and add this clause into the
hypothesis. Next, we remove the covered positive training
examples, leaving the last positive example as “uncovered.”
Finally, we begin a new search for an additional rule with
the initial binding set consisting of the uncovered positive
training example and the entire set of negative examples. ⇤

Clause
coverage

P
N

True labels
P
N
T P = d+
FP = d
F N = |T+ | d+ T N = |T |

d

Our greedy search chooses the literal that gives rise to the
“best” classifier, using as measure the quality of a binary
classifier to evaluate each candidate literal. The measure
that we use is the Matthews Correlation Coeﬃcient (MCC)
[26]. The MCC is calculated as:
M CC = p

3 QuickFOIL

TP ⇥ TN

FP ⇥ FN

(T P + F P )(T P + F N )(T N + F P )(T N + F N )

(3)

This measure takes into account all the four terms T P , T N ,
F P and T F in the confusion matrix, and is able to fairly
assess the quality of classification even when the ratio of
positive tuples to the negative tuples is not close to 1. The
MCC values range from 1 to +1. A coeﬃcient of +1 represents a perfect classification, 0 represents one no better than
a random classifier, and 1 indicates total disagreement between the predicted and the actual labels. Note that the
MCC measure considers both d+ and d .

The basic algorithm employed by QuickFOIL is the topdown, greedy ILP search shown in Algorithm 1. In this
section, we describe the QuickFOIL scoring function and
QuickFOIL’s literal pruning strategy.

3.1

Equations 1 and 2) are sensitive to the join skew in computing a binding set: The number of matching tuples for a
positive binding tuple diﬀers significantly from the number
for a negative tuple. More precisely, we define the join selectivity as the ratio of the join output cardinality to the
cardinality of the input binding set. The skew for a candidate literal is the ratio of the join selectivity for the positive
binding set to the join selectivity for the negative binding
set: (|T+0 | · d )/(|T 0 | · d+ ). The skew can be caused by the
non-uniform data distribution in the background relation,
which is not uncommon in real datasets. The information
gain fi (L) becomes misleading in the presence of high skew,
because a candidate literal can receive a high precision value
|T+0 |/|T 0 | but exclude few negative tuples (i.e. having a large
value of d ), or vice versa. In the two functions fg and fr ,
neither d+ nor the relative frequency |T+0 |/|T+ | measures the
changes in the negative coverage d , and hence these functions fail to balance the (biased) weight attributed to the
term fi . As an example, assume that the predicate Sister in
Example 2 is skewed as shown in Figure 1(b), where Daniel
has many more sisters than other people. Consider the first
literal search iteration to specialize the clause U (X, Y ):-.
The candidate literal S(X, Z) does not eliminate any negative binding tuples, but still has the greatest FOIL gain:
) log2 ( 48 ) = 2.9. In addition to reducing
fg = 4 ⇥ log2 ( 10
12
the quality of the rule, choosing a “bad” literal (i.e. a skewed
predicate) can considerably slow down performance, as (a)
it prolongs the time that it takes to reach the stopping criterion; and (b) the corresponding join skew generally increases
the size of the result binding set (join output), making the
subsequent literal search computationally expensive.
To overcome this skew problem, we develop a new scoring function. We view the process of choosing literals for
a clause as performing a sequence of binary classification
tasks. A clause expanded with a candidate literal can be
considered as a binary classifier that classifies the tuples
in the current binding set into two groups on the basis of
whether they are positive or negative. Specifically, the data
in the classification problem is the binding set. A tuple in
the set is predicted to be positive if it has an extension in the
new binding set; otherwise, it is considered to be negative.
Accordingly, we can derive the following confusion matrix:

Scoring function

The score of a literal is computed based on the cardinality
diﬀerences between the binding sets before and after the literal is added. The two weighted functions fg and fr (cf.
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There is one subtle yet important distinction between
scoring for classification and scoring for ILP. The ILP problem is to build clauses that cover as many positive training examples as possible while preferably excluding negative ones, rather than maximally discriminating the positive
examples from the negative examples. We use a new measure AUE (Area Under the Entropy) to evaluate the eﬀect
of positive coverage. Given 0  p  1, the area under the
entropy curve between 0 and p without scaling is:
Z

=

To overcome the problem with the renaming duplicates,
we use the the notion of equivalence of two clauses: Two
clauses C1 and C2 are equivalent if and only if C1 |= C2 and
C2 |= C1 . QuickFOIL prunes redundant literals using a new
type of duplicate, called the replaceable duplicates.
Definition 2 (Replaceable duplicate) A literal L is a
replaceable duplicate with respect to a clause C if there is a
literal L0 in the body of the clause such that the new clause
that replaces L0 in C with L is equivalent to C.
A renaming duplicate is clearly also a replaceable duplicate. Intuitively, a replaceable duplicate can be replaced
by an existing literal in a clause. For example, the literal
L1 (X, Z) is a replaceable duplicate w.r.t. the clause Lh (X):L1 (X, Y ), because replacing L1 (X, Y ) with L1 (X, Z) produces an equivalent clause Lh (X) :- L1 (X, Z). Similarly,
one can verify that L2 (Z) is a replaceable duplicate w.r.t. the
clause Lh (X):- L1 (X, Y ), L2 (Y ), L1 (X, Z), and L1 (X, Z) is
not w.r.t. the clause Lh (X) :- L1 (X, Y ), L2 (Y ).
By Definition 2, determining the replaceable redundancy
of a literal is to test the equivalence of two clauses, which
can be reduced to the equivalence problem of conjunctive
database queries under set semantics. Specifically, for a
clause C, we can construct a Datalog program Q that contains C as the single Datalog rule. Two clauses C1 and
C2 are equivalent if and only if their corresponding Datalog queries Q1 and Q2 are equivalent. QuickFOIL tests the
query equivalence by checking their mutual containment,
which is done by evaluating one query on the canonical
database of the other query (using the algorithm proposed
in [32] for the conjunctive query containment problem).
Besides reducing the search space, pruning candidate literals has two additional advantages. First, most of the redundant literals do not eliminate any negative binding tuples, but they can still be amongst the literals with high
scores due to the high coverage of positive literals. It is important to exclude them from the body of the clause being
constructed since they can increase the cardinality of the
positive binding set significantly. Second, the pruning helps
keep the rule concise, thereby improving the ability of an
end-user to interpret the output of the ILP method.

p

0

p log2 (p)

1⇣
(p
2

(1

1)2 log2 (1

p) log2 (1
p)

p)dp

p2 log2 (p) +

p ⌘
ln 2

(4)

AUE(p) is Equation (4) divided by 1/(2 ln 2), the total area
under a entropy curve, to scale the value. As the derivative
of Equation (4) is the entropy function, AUE(p) has a small
slope when p is close to 0 or 1, and a relatively larger slope
of up to 1 when p is around the middle point.
Our new scoring function is a F -measure of the MCC
score and the AUE gain. This scoring function is:
f (L) =

2

·

1
M CC+1

1+ 2
+ AUE(p0 )

1
AUE(p)+1

(5)

where p0 = |T+0 |/|T 0 |, p = |T+ |/|T | and is a weight parameter that defines the relative importance of MCC and AUE.
Incrementing both MCC and the diﬀerence of the AUE values by 1 guarantees that both the denominator terms are
non-negative. As MCC is a more balanced measure than
AUE, we empirically find = 2 works well for datasets with
skew, and use it as the default value.

3.2

Pruning candidate literals

The method that is used to generate candidate literals is crucial to the overall performance of ILP algorithms. On one
hand, since the coverage tests for candidate literals dominate the running time, we do not want to explore the entire
space of candidate literals, but instead employ some pruning strategy. On the other hand, excluding “good” literals
may exclude certain crucial rules (lowering the quality of
the ILP output), and/or take a lot longer to find a rule that
eliminates enough negative examples.
A common pruning method is to remove those literals
that are considered duplicates when building a clause. In
this work, we only consider syntactic duplicates, as they are
the most common type of duplicates and can be applied to
any learning task. Exploiting background knowledge is an
interesting direction for future work.
Besides the trivial identical duplicates, prior work [10, 15]
has used another type of syntactic duplicates, which we call
renaming duplicates. Formally, a literal Li is a renaming
duplicate if there is another literal Lj in the clause such
that (i) there is a renaming of the free variables in Li such
that Li and Lj are identical after renaming, and (ii) all renamed variables only occur in Li or Lj . For example, assume
the current partially constructed clause Lh (X) :- L1 (X, Y ).
The literal L1 (X, Z) is duplicate to the literal L1 (X, Y ) under the renaming ⇢Z!Y , where Z and Y do not occur in
other literals. However, consider another clause Lh (X):L1 (X, Y ), L2 (Y ), L1 (X, Z). Since Y appears in L1 , L2 (Z)
is not a renaming duplicate to L2 (Y ), but it is reasonable to
leave it out of consideration to avoid increasing the cardinality of the training set until we have included other predicates
on either Y or Z.

4

QuickFOIL implementation

In this section, we describe our methods to run and optimize
QuickFOIL as an in-RDBMS algorithm.

4.1 Relational operations

From the logic programming point of view, a database relation can be seen as a specification of a predicate. The background knowledge and the training examples represented in
logic programs in ILP can be naturally stored in a database.
Specifically, we create a relation per predicate, where 1) the
relation name is the predicate symbol, 2) there is an attribute per predicate argument that has the same type as
the predicate’s argument, and 3) each tuple in the relation
corresponds to a (predicate) fact. For example, the SQL
schema of the relation for the predicate Brother in our running example (cf. Figure 1 and Example 2) is:
CREATE TABLE Brother (person VARCHAR(50),
parent VARCHAR(50))
With the relational representation of data, the QuickFOIL
algorithm can be expressed in (extended) relational algebra
using the mapping shown in Table 2. The line numbers in
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this table refer to Algorithm 1. Note, n is the left semi-join
operation, ./ is the natural join operation, ⇤ represents the
antijoin operation.
In a literal search iteration, to compute the score of a
candidate literal L (Equation 5), the following aggregate
values are needed: d+ , d , |T+ |, |T |, |T+0 | and |T 0 |, of which
|T+ | and |T | are common across diﬀerent literals, and can
be found in the previous iteration. Recall that the binding
set T 0 of the clause resulting from adding L can be computed
by T ./ L, where there is an equality-based join predicate
between two columns if they correspond to the same variable
in C and L. This expansion leads to four queries q1+ , q1 , q2+
and q2 for every candidate literal to compute d+ , d , |T+0 |
and |T 0 |, respectively. After finding a complete rule, the
positive training examples can be updated by performing
an antijoin operation, U ⇤ T , to remove the examples that
are covered by the new rule, where U represents a relation
composed of the uncovered positive training examples as
shown in Algorithm 1.
For every candidate literal L,
q + : d+ = COUNT(T+ n L),
Compute the scoring compo- 1
q1 : d = COUNT(T n L),
nents (Line 8)
q2+ : |T+0 | = COUNT(T+ ./ L),
q2 : |T 0 | = COUNT(T ./ L)
Create a new binding set
(Line 11, 12)

For the best literal L,
q3+ : T+ = T+ ./ L,
q3 : T = T ./ L

Update the uncovered positive
q4 : U = U ⇤ T
training examples (Line 14)

Table 2: Relational operations in QuickFOIL

4.2

In-database implementation

This section describes our in-database implementation of
QuickFOIL, which leverages database query processing techniques to achieve high performance and scalability.
As discussed in Section 2.2, the total number of candidate literals to be explored (in each round of constructing
a clause) can quickly increase to a significant number, thus
leading to a large number of join queries when computing
the scores for every candidate literal. In addition, we observe
that in real-life problems, the binding relation cardinality
can increase considerably. A key challenge that is associated with building a scalable in-RDBMS version of QuickFOIL is to optimize the performance of a large number of
join queries on potentially large relations when searching for
the best literals. Our approach to this problem is to maximize the sharing amongst the queries while minimizing the
materialization cost that is incurred by sharing.
Our implementation is built in the main-memory RDBMS,
Quickstep [9]. We assume partitioned hash join algorithms
in developing the performance optimization techniques. QuickFOIL uses the radix hash join algorithm [25].

4.2.1 Combining positive and negative tuples
Since the binding tuples are labeled as positive or negative,
there are two natural relational models for the binding set:
an integrated model and an independent model. The integrated model represents the entire set of binding tuples as
a single relation, whereas the independent model separates
them into two relations, one for the positive tuples and the
other for the negative ones.
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The conventional choice is to use the independent model.
It might appear that compared to the independent model,
using the integrated model has no benefits, but it introduces
the overhead of performing extra selection operations to pick
the positive/negative tuples. However, we find that the integrated model can be exploited to improve the join performance. By putting the positive and the negative tuples in a
single relation, we observe that for each literal, the four join
queries q1+ , q2+ , q1 , and q2 (see Table 2) have a common join
operation between the two relations T and L. This common
join operation can be “shared” if we push the join operation
below the selection operation. In Section 4.2.4, we introduce
a continuous query execution model that enables “operator
sharing”, and allows a single query operator to produce multiple query outputs. In contrast to the independent model
where we need to perform two joins T+ ./ L and T ./ L
separately, using the integrated model only requires one join
T ./ L, followed by selection operations.
QuickFOIL implements a join operation using a join operator on a single join predicate, where the binding relation
is picked as the inner relation. A selection operator is used
to evaluate any remaining join predicates (more details regarding this issue are described below in Section 4.2.2).
For our implementation we choose the integrated model
that reduces the join operations for each literal from two to
one, as it has two key advantages. First, eliminating a join
operation reduces one pass/scan over the common relation
L. Second, merging the positive and the negative binding
tuples yields good cache locality for the subsequent selection operation. Consider a tuple t in L that has multiple
matching binding tuples in the single-predicate join. After
an attribute value of t is read from memory for a matching binding tuple, it likely resides in the CPU cache when
it is accessed again for other matching tuples, since these
matching tuples are processed in succession. Hence, we can
improve the sharing for tuples with both positive and negative matchings.

4.2.2 Caching partitions and hash tables
We have the following two observations about the join workload generated by QuickFOIL.
Observation 1 For every literal search iteration, all joins
in the four queries q1 to q4 have one common relation,
namely the binding relation.
Observation 2 For the entire execution, the background
relations do not change, and are repeatedly used a large
number of times.
Thus, there is an opportunity to share intermediate results
on common relations across the queries. Now, recall that a
partitioned hash join algorithm has three phases: partition,
build and probe. The partition phase divides both relations into partitions. The build phase builds a hash table
on each partition of the inner relation, which is then probed
in the probe phase. The partition and the build phases often consumes a combined of 50%–90% of the (radix hash)
join execution time, when ignoring the cost to materialize
the join results [3]. Since the partition phase and the build
phase are performed on individual relations, we can reduce
the partition and build costs by keeping a cache of the partitioned results and the hash tables for each relation once they
are built. In particular, the partitions for a background relation are shared throughout the entire execution, as that
relation never changes. In order to maximize the benefit
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Figure 3: Illustration of the grouping process when finding a literal to specialize the clause U (X, Y ):-. The i-th column of
relation R is indicated by R.ci . The join columns are underlined and in boldface. For the purpose of illustration, we simply
choose c1 as the join column when there are join predicates on both c1 and c2 .
of caching, next, we study two issues: 1) implementing the
multi-predicate join algorithm, and 2) determining the inner
relation (i.e. the build relation).
The join operator in QuickFOIL only evaluates a single
join predicate. For a multi-predicate join (i.e. the join is on
more than one column in the two join relations), we evaluate
one join predicate in the join operator, and the remaining
predicates are evaluated in a subsequent selection operator.
For example, consider the candidate literal B(X, Y ) in the
first iteration of the literal search process, where the current
clause is U (X, Y ):-. We need to perform a join between B
and T with a conjunction of two join predicates, i.e. B.c1 =
T.c1 and B.c2 = T.c2, where we denote the i-th column as
ci. The join operator evaluates one of these conjuncts, and
the other conjunct is evaluated in the selection operator.
For a k-ary predicate and a binding relation with n-columns,
the O(nk ) join queries share O(nk) single-predicate joins in
a literal search, suggesting potential for work sharing. The
simple multi-predicate join implementation avoids building
hash tables for every combination of columns for the binding relation. It also reduces the number of partitions that
are built for a relation from being potentially exponential to
being linear with the number of columns.
Finally we note that QuickFOIL currently uses a simple
heuristic to choose the join predicate that is evaluated in the
join operator. It picks the join predicate on the column of
the background relation that has the maximum estimated
number of distinct values. This strategy aims to pick the
join column that helps diﬀerentiate the tuples the most, and
thus minimizes the number of calls that are made to the
subsequent selection operators. As part of future work, we
plan on exploring other alternatives for this design choice.
A canonical query optimizer selects the inner relation according to a cost function, and generally picks the smaller
relation as the inner/build relation. While adaptively selecting the inner relation is reasonable for individual queries, it
is not necessarily a good design for multiple query optimization when caching is enabled.
QuickFOIL restricts the inner relation to be the binding
relation. The benefits of this approach are two-fold. First, it
can considerably reduce the memory footprint, as only the
hash tables for the binding relation is cached. The maximum
number of hash tables that need to be built and cached is
equal to the number of columns of the binding relation. In
contrast, using an adaptive approach can require building
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a hash table for every column for every background relation, because the approach can choose either of the two join
relations to build the hash table, and the join predicates
can be on any pair of columns. Second, it also maximizes
the potential opportunities for sharing amongst the queries.
As long as the join key is identical across the queries, the
queries access the same hash table. By carefully grouping
these join queries in a way such that the hash table is probed
sequentially, we can increase the data locality, and hence reduce the cost of memory accesses. This grouping strategy is
described further in Section 4.2.3.
Because partitioning breaks the tuple ordering, a performance issue is that the selection operation followed by the
single-predicate join could incur a large number of random
accesses spanning the entire table. To improve the cache
performance, we can perform the partitioning on a background relation holistically. That is, not only is the join column partitioned, but the columns on which there are predicates for the selection are also further divided into partitions
based on the join key. After holistic partitioning, the selection operators that follow the join operators then access the
background relation on the partitions, rather than on the
original columns.

4.2.3 Grouping join operations
For a candidate literal L, the four queries q1+ , q1 , q2+ and
q2 share the same join kernel T ./ L. For candidate literals
L1 , . . . , Ln , the join workload is W = {T ./ L1 , . . . , T ./
Ln }; i.e. it consists of binary join operations having a common inner relation but with diﬀerent join conditions. This
section studies how to optimize the performance of this “workload.” Our basic idea is to divide the join operations (each
corresponding to a literal) into groups, and organize the
sequence of single-predicate join executions in a way that
increases the shared working set (the common relation).
Next, we use the first search iteration of Example 2 to illustrate the grouping technique. Recall that the task in that
example is to learn the Uncle predicate (abbreviated as U ).
Here we have 24 candidate literals to specialize the clause
U (X, Y ):-. We have the following eight candidate literals:
B(X, Y ), B(Y, X), B(X, Z), B(Z, X), B(Y, Z), B(Z, Y ),
B(X, X), and B(Y, Y ), where B denotes the Brother predicate. Similarly, we have eight literals for the predicate
P arent, and eight for the predicate Sister. For simplicity
in illustration, we ignore the Sister predicate below. The
grouping for this iteration is shown in Figure 3. We use
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of the two points based on whether it counts the positive
To address this limitation, we develop a new inter-operator
or the negative tuples. Next, for each literal, four aggregate
communication model, which we call the continuous query
values (i.e. d+ , |T+0 |, d and |T 0 |) are returned, based on
6
model. The basic idea behind the continuous model is that
which the final score is then computed using Equation 5.
the output tuples of an operator (producer) is pushed, in5 Experiments
stead of being pulled, to its consumers (operators that takes
the tuples as input). In the continuous model, each operIn this section, we evaluate the QuickFOIL approach.
ator is a subclass of a notifier interface that has two basic
5.1 Experiment setup
functions: register and update. The function register allows
a consumer to be registered in the producer as an output
Datasets. For our experiments, we use two real-life datasets
consumer. When output tuples are available, the producer
(WebKB and HIV), and synthetic datasets (Bongard), which
notifies each consumer by calling the function update, with
are summarized in Table 3.

4.2 In-database implementation
4.2 In-database implementation
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Name

#P

#N

#T

#Pred.

WebKB-Student
WebKB-Department

418
561

2.7K
225K

278K
280K

935
942

HIV-Large
HIV-Small

5.3K
45

33K
90

10M
39K

80
33

Bongard-TH1
Bongard-TH2
Bongard-TH3

270K
18K
900K

270K
18K
900K

53M
36M
178M

9
9
9

Name

Definition

TH1

positive(P) :- inside(C, T), east(T, R)
positive(P) :- inside(C1, TD), east(T1, R1),
east(T2, T3), north(C2, C3), inside(TU, R2)
positive(P) :- inside(O1, O2), east(O2, O3),
east(O3, O4), north(O4, O5), inside(O5, O6),
north(O1, O5)

TH2
TH3

Notations: P: picture; C: circle; T: triangle; R: rectangle;
TU/TD: point-up/point-down triangle; O: any object.

Table 4: Labeling theories for the Bongard datasets. To
avoid literal overloading, predicates other than east, north
and inside are omitted and the variable name is used to
indicate omitted predicates on the variable.

Table 3: The number of positive (#P) and negative (#N)
examples in the training set, and the total number of tuples
(#T) and the number of predicates (#Pred.) in the background knowledge for each type of training datasets.

of positive tuples and negative tuples, with ten percent for
testing. The training set has five percent of positive tuples
and the same percent of negative tuples that are assigned
wrong labels to introduce noise.

WebKB [11] is a standard dataset for link classification and
discovery, and is available at http://www.biostat.wisc.
edu/~craven/webkb/. It contains web pages of faculty members, research projects and students, as well as hyperlinks
between them, crawled from web sites of four computer
science departments. The background knowledge was constructed from the link structure, word occurrences, and positions on the web pages. We performed two learning tasks
on this dataset. The first task, WebKB-Student, constructs
rules to identifying student pages. The second task, WebKBDepartment, determines the “department-of” relationship between a pair of pages. We used leave-one-university-out
cross validation to evaluate the learning model. Specifically,
we partition all tuples into four partitions according to which
university they are from, and perform four rounds of validation. Each round leaves one partition out for testing and
keeps the remaining for training.
HIV-Large is a collection of over 42,000 compounds for
the National Cancer Institute’s AIDS antiviral screen.3 This
dataset contains 62 background predicates for atom elements,
1 for the compound-atom relationship, 1 for the atom-bond
relationship and 15 for the properties of atoms and bonds.
We also created a small sample of data, HIV-Small. We
assign positive labels to compounds that have a substructure
C-C-O-C=O (in the SMILES format), which is a frequent
substructure in compounds capable of inhibiting the HIV
virus [22]. We used 10-fold cross validation for this task.
Bongard datasets consist of labeled pictures, each having
a few simple geometrical objects (circle, rectangle, triangle).
The learning problem is to find theories that distinguish the
positive pictures from the negative ones given the shapes and
the positions relative to each other. We have implemented a
program4 that randomly generated a corpus of 100 million
pictures, each having 8–10 objects. The three target theories
shown in Table 4 were used to label the pictures, resulting
in three sets of positive pictures which bound the number of
positive training examples shown in Table 3. TH1 is a very
simple concept that has only three objects and two correlated relations. TH2 and TH3 represent two diﬀerent hard
problems. TH2 contains a large number of objects but the
pairwise relations are independent, whereas the relations in
TH3 are all correlated. We created four diﬀerent datasets
for each of the three problems and report the averaged execution time in this paper. Each dataset has an equal number

Comparisons.

We compare QuickFOIL with an in-memory
implementation in Quickstep with the following two systems, which are also in-memory systems.
1) FOIL is the FOIL program written by J. R. Quinlan. We
use the latest version, namely FOIL 6.45 .
2) Aleph [33] is a popular ILP system that has been widely
used in prior work. To find a rule, Aleph starts by building
the most specific clause, which is called the “bottom clause”,
that entails a seed example. Then, it uses a branch-andbound algorithm to perform a general-to-specific heuristic
search for a subset of literals from the bottom clause to
form a more general rule. We set Aleph to use the heuristic
enumeration strategy, and the maximum number of branch
nodes to be explored in a branch-and-bound search to 500K.

Metric.

We use the standard metrics precision, recall and
F-1 score to measure the quality of the results.
All experiments were run in a single thread on a 2.67GHz
Intel Xeon X5650 processor. The server had 24GB of main
memory and was running Scientific Linux 5.3.

5.2 Results with real-life datasets
5.2.1 WebKB learning tasks

There are two important features in the WebKB datasets.
First, it is well known that the link structure in the web
follows a power-law distribution [4], which is highly skewed.
For the WebkKB datasets, the largest in-degree of a page
is 179, while 60% of pages have only one in-link. As discussed in Section 3.1, such skew raises performance issues.
Second, although the WebKB datasets has nearly 1000 predicates, the hypothesis search space is not very large because
only one of these predicates has an arity greater than one.
However, the large number of predicates makes it harder
to produce high-quality rules because they add uncertainty
into the learning process, and increase the probability and
penalty of making a mistake.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) compares the quality of the results produced by QuickFOIL, FOIL and Aleph. QuickFOIL achieves the best F-1 scores on both tasks. For the
WebKB-Student task, FOIL has the worst performance with
a low recall of 12.7%. For the WebKB-Department task,
Aleph failed to finish on two of the four-fold cross validation
rounds as it exceeded the amount of available main memory.
The quality measures shown in Figure 5 only includes the

3
https://wiki.nci.nih.gov/display/NCIDTPdata/AIDS+
Antiviral+Screen+Data
4
Available
at
http://www.cs.wisc.edu/~qzeng/quickfoil/
bongard-generator.html
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Figure 5: Results with the WebKB datasets
two successful runs. QuickFOIL also produces the smallest number of rules. For example, QuickFOIL outputs one
rule in three of the four validation rounds for the WebKBStudent task, while Aleph and FOIL produce more than 10
output rules. Next, we describe the reasons why Aleph and
FOIL produce (relatively) lower quality rules.
FOIL is not good at incorporating predicates with an arity greater than one, which restricts its ability to mine richly
structured data. The FOIL gain function is biased towards
literals that introduce new variables and cover a large number of positive tuples, yet not necessarily reducing the coverage of the negatives tuples. Most of these literals dramatically increase the size of the binding set. To reduce the
impact of the problem, FOIL drops these previously added
literals that contain free variables when it finds a new literal with exclusively bound variables, which in most cases
is an unary literal. On one hand, the FOIL scoring function
prevents it from finding good literals due to this bias. On
the other hand, FOIL cannot fully utilize the relationship
presented in the background knowledge as it tends to drop
literals of high arity and to construct clauses with mostly
unary literals. Specifically, for the WebKB datasets with
hundreds of unary predicates, FOIL typically first adds two
link-to literals and then replaces them with an unary literal. Notice that the unary literal is a greedy selection for
the current clause containing the two link-to literals, but is
kept as the new addition literal to the clause after the drop
action. Therefore, it is unable to find a latent link between
the student/department page with other pages. Compared
to FOIL, QuickFOIL does not use the growing strategy and
the scoring function is able to alleviate the problem that is
associated with the FOIL gain as it takes into account the
coverage of the negative tuples.
Aleph uses a classic branch-and-bound algorithm to guide
its search. It discards a constructed clause only when the
upper bound on the scores of the clause and all the expanded clauses from it is smaller than the score of another
constructed clause. The search is terminated when there
is only one available clause left, or when the limit on the
maximum number of constructed clauses is reached. As it
is usually infeasible to have a tight upper bound, this pruning strategy is not eﬀective. In fact, Aleph usually ends up
evaluating the maximum number of clauses, creating a big
HIV-Small
FOIL

memory footprint that is required to maintain the large set
of constructed clauses.
Aleph suﬀers from this problem starkly on the WebKBDepartment task. Due to rich structure in the link graph
of the dataset, the length of the bottom clause to cover an
example of a binary Department predicate is 10 times the
length for the unary Student predicate. The search space
for the WebKB-Department task is thus far larger than the
space for the WebkKB-Student task. Aleph is unable to
find a good clause even after evaluating the maximum 500K
clauses, thus resulting in relatively worse performance on the
WebKB-Department task than the WebKB-Student task. In
contrast to the search in Aleph, the greedy algorithm used
by QuickFOIL abandons previously constructed clauses and
keeps only one clause for future expansion. Aleph explores
orders of magnitude more clauses than QuickFOIL in each
single-clause search. For the WebKB task, QuickFOIL explored on average 28K literals, whereas Aleph constructed
more than 10M clauses.
From Figure 5(c), we observe that QuickFOIL is 100X
faster than FOIL, and more than 6000X faster than Aleph
on the WebKB-Student task. The key reason behind this behavior is that QuickFOIL needs to evaluate a smaller number of literals, and constructs fewer rules than FOIL and
Aleph. As an example, FOIL searches 17 times as many literals as QuickFOIL on the WebKB-Student task. Database
query processing techniques also help improve the performance, but they are not significant factors in this experiment, as most background relations in the WebKB datasets
only have dozens of tuples.

5.2.2 HIV learning tasks
The HIV task is to find a structure pattern in the positive compounds. The problem is challenging, because each
compound has hundreds of atoms that are connected to one
another, and the hypothesis space of target patterns is large.
Table 5 reports the result on the HIV tasks. QuickFOIL is
the only program that can process the HIV-Large dataset.
Aleph did not terminate after 24 hours on both the HIV
datasets, and FOIL started thrashing on the HIV-Large
dataset. The reasons for the poor performance of Aleph
and FOIL here are the same as those discussed in Section 5.2.1. However, another important reason why they
do not work well on the HIV datasets is that they are lack
of an eﬀective pruning strategy. For example, an intermediate clause built by FOIL contains the following consecutive literals: bond(L, B, M ), bond(N, O, G), bond(P, Q, M ),
bond(R, B, S). Likewise, Aleph expands the built clause
starting with the following four literals: atom(A, B), atom(A,
C), atom(A, D), atom(A, E). These literals are not “interesting,” as the constraint that they enforce is subsumed by

HIV-Large

QuickFOIL

QuickFOIL

F-Score Time (s) F-Score Time (s) F-Score Time (s)
0.36

261

0.81

4.2

0.84

783

Table 5: F-Score and the execution time on the HIV tasks.
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Figure 6: Performance of QuickFOIL with the Bongard datasets
other existing literals. Adding these literal dramatically increases the size of binding sets, since each of them introduces
new variable(s). The pruning criterion based on the replaceable duplicates can eﬀectively eliminate these literals.
Drilling down further into the pruning component, the average number of replaceable duplicates encountered during
the ten-fold execution on the HIV-Large dataset is 9 times
the number of renaming duplicates. We ran another set
of experiments where we measured the performance of two
cases: 1) the case when we only eliminate the queries for the
renaming duplicates, and 2) the case when we only prune literals based on type constraints. For both cases, we ensured
that no replaceable duplicates can be added to the built
clause to guarantee that they have the same output result.
This experiment revealed that 1) performance slows down
by 34% when only eliminating the renaming duplicates, and
2) although the replaceable duplicates make up only 1.3% of
the total literals that are explored, the performance speedup
is 1.54X when removing them from the step that computes
the scores. Thus, these experiments validate the eﬀectiveness of our pruning strategy. Additional discussion on the
WebKB and the HIV datasets can be found in [37].

5.3

and hash tables (cache), 2) grouping queries that share the
same inner join column (group), 3) merging the four queries
q1+ , q1 , q2+ and q2 for every candidate literal (merge) and 4)
radix partitioning the background relations holistically on
the join column values (holistic). The first three techniques
are discussed in Section 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, respectively.
The last technique is introduced at the end of Section 4.2.2.
We can see that the merging and the grouping techniques
yield the biggest performance improvements. Collectively,
the four techniques improve performance by a factor of 7X.
Additional empirical results for these techniques are in [37].

6

Related Work

A survey of ILP work can be found in [29]. Past ILP systems
have used a number of heuristic scoring functions, including accuracy [27], weighted relative accuracy [24], information [7], gini index [33] and m-estimates [13]. Other similar
scoring functions, include the two weighted gain functions
fg [30] and fr [23] (cf. Equation 1 and 2). Fossil [16] employs MCC as its scoring function to utilize the uniform scale
property as its stopping criterion. The major problem with
MCC is that it does not capture an important optimization
goal of ILP, namely to maximize the coverage of the positive
tuples. QuickFOIL achieves a more robust measure by combining MCC and the AUE gain, which can be considered as
a variant of information gain but with a bounded scale.
The problem of conjunctive query containment was first
studied in [8], and is related to the ✓-subsumption test [21].
In prior work, ✓-subsumption is used to specialize clauses,
determine the coverage of examples, and for post-pruning redundant literals from complete learnt rules [27], but not for
pruning search space when building rules. Note that removing replaceable duplicates is not equivalent to eliminating
extended clauses that are subsumed by the base clauses.
There has been a long interest in scaling ILP to large
datasets. FOIL-D [5] is an earlier SQL implementation of a
simplified version of FOIL. To compute the scores for each
candidate literal, it estimates the query results based on
single-column histograms on relations, rather than actually
executing the queries. While that strategy improves the
performance, it relies on having accurate estimates, which
can be challenging especially for multi-predicate join queries.
CrossMine [36] is another work that aims to optimize the
join queries that results from running FOIL. Instead of materializing the binding sets, CrossMine does not stitch tuples from the joined relations together but assigns the IDs
of joined training examples to each tuple. When computing
the coverage of examples for a candidate literal, CrossMine
propagates the tuple IDs to the relation of the candidate literal from another joined relation. This tuple ID propagation
approach can only be applied to a join on exactly two relations, one of which cannot correspond to an existing literal in

Microbenchmarks on synthetic datasets

This section studies the performance of QuickFOIL using the
Bongard datasets. Except for the scalability experiment, all
other experiments use the TH3 datasets.
Scalability. In this experiment, we vary the size of the
training sets for the three Bongard learning problems. The
results plotted in Figure 6(a) demonstrate that QuickFOIL
is able to tackle large datasets eﬃciently. QuickFOIL takes
less than half an hour to finish processing the dataset with
2 million examples and with 178 million tuples in the background relations.
Execution breakdown. Figure 6(b) presents the detailed
breakdown of the execution time on the TH3 datasets with
two million examples. This figure breaks down the execution time into six categories: the time spent on partitioning
relations and building hash tables (Part+Build); the time
spent within the compound join operator (Join), the selection1 operators (Sel), and the aggregation operators (Agg)
in executing the merged plan for q1 and q2 (cf. Figure 4);
the execution time for q3 ; and the time spent on all other
components. The selection operators take ⇠50% of the total time, as it incurs a large number of random memory
accesses. The next largest component is the join operator,
which takes up ⇠30% of the total time. Overall, over 90%
of the total time is spent in executing q1 and q2 (to calculate
the literal scores).
Figure 6(c) shows the performance improvement on the
TH3 dataset by incrementally adding the four optimization
techniques that were described in Section 4 in the following order: 1) caching the intermediate partitioning results
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the current rule. Therefore, the hypothesis language space
of CrossMine is smaller than that of QuickFOIL. In particular, CrossMine generally cannot add a candidate literal that
has common variables with multiple existing literals, which
requires a join on more than two relations. Another fundamental distinction between CrossMine and QuickFOIL is
that CrossMine counts the coverage of examples in the scoring function, while the scoring function in QuickFOIL is
based on the coverage of the bindings. Counting examples
is more expensive than counting bindings, because it needs
an extra semi-join to find distinct examples in the bindings.
PILP [35] scales ILP by compressing training examples. It
groups multiple related examples into a single example and
gives the resulting example a probabilistic label based on the
proportion of each label in the original example set. There
are also research eﬀorts in parallel or distributed ILP systems [1, 34]. These are orthogonal to our work that focuses
on improving the single-core performance.
We build on a rich body of work on sharing work across
and within queries (e.g. [2, 6, 19, 38]). For example, QuickFOIL combines positive and negative tuples into a single
table for query processing, resembling the input merging
techniques in CJoin [6] and DataPath [2]. QuickFOIL also
shares hash tables, partitioning results, and the intermediate
results of common single-predicate join operators amongst
diﬀerent queries, which are classic computation sharing techniques. However, there are several key diﬀerences from existing work. First, as a main-memory ILP engine, QuickFOIL favors computation sharing over scan sharing. As a
result, QuickFOIL pushes the join operation below the selection operation to improve the opportunity for join sharing,
in contrast to the traditional selection push-down strategy.
Second, the join in QuickFOIL is not a simple primary-key
foreign-key join, but has multiple join predicates. In fact,
there is no common join operation amongst queries for different literals in a literal search iteration. QuickFOIL exposes work sharing by executing a multi-predicate join as
a single-predicate join with a subsequent selection operation, and then groups the joins to find overlapping computations. Third, QuickFOIL simultaneously performs multiple join operations that have diﬀerent join predicates in
a special join operator – i.e. the compound join operator.
This operator carefully coordinates a partitioned hash join
technique to achieve good cache locality.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
To scale ILP, we need two key components: a good learning
algorithm that can produce high-quality results in a small
number of search iterations without exhausting a large number of clauses, and an eﬃcient and scalable implementation.
This paper proposes a new ILP algorithm QuickFOIL that
uses a top-down, greedy search with a novel scoring function and a new pruning strategy to meet these challenges.
We have also developed query processing techniques for an
eﬃcient in-database implementation of QuickFOIL, and empirically demonstrated the eﬀectiveness of our techniques.
There are a number of directions for future work, including expanding QuickFOIL to distributed environments, exploring the proposed query processing methods for general
database workloads, and most importantly building on the
connection between ILP and query processing articulated
here to the broader field of Relational Learning.
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